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A Harvester's Run
This may have been the run of the year for the pinchers and harvesters. Everywhere 
there was something to eat right there or steal away! Even
Tequilla Slapper stopped taking pictures long enough to
harvest a bag full of sweet mulberries. This particular drainage
area had incredibly tall durian trees loaded with perfectly ripe
durian ban literally falling from the trees, just begging to be
taken home. Along the trails and within pinching reach were
beautiful fresh limes and on the ground were endless amounts
of sweet kratone and the first sataaw ready for picking, and
even several kinds of edible mushrooms.  Obviously the cattle
had been happy grazing there earlier in the day judging by the
large number of large piles of fresh shit all over the laager site,
which Lucky Lek carefully covered with banana leaves that
several people were seen carefully looking under to satisfy some bizarre curiosity, one 
person checking under several.  Now we know why PH3's main harvester Lucky Lek 
wanted to make a run here and what he means when he says free tastes even better.

Sometimes what makes a run fun is knowing a bit from behind the scene, like today 
when Invisible Man shunted and maneuvered Fungus into getting hash shit knowing full
well it should have been himself getting the seat.  He only pulled this off because our 
real runmaster Manneken Pis was absent today.  Manneken Pis would have discovered 
such things like hare Invisible Man really hadn't even seen all the run or any of the walk,
and hadn't laid any of the paper.  Apparently Invisible Man's attitude had been negatively
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affected after tobogganing down a slippery muddy slope on his wet plastic poncho 
before slamming to a stop against a tree stump.  Lucky Lek estimated IM laid there and 
cried about 20 minutes before they could move on, which is a lot less than the 2.5 hours 
Gorgeous had laid on the ground the last time he went haring with Fungus. Well done 
Invisible Man.  Remember, haring is fun if you look at it from the right direction.

Our stewards today were Paper and La Lasagna pitting a line of men against a line of 
women.  Paper gave a full set of directions in such a hacked way that La Lasagna had to 
translate what Paper's commands to touch Head, Butt, Breasts, or Box meant because 
they were to be given in Thai.  Immediate distress came to Bobagob because he couldn't 
find his box and then Not Hard Enough who said she really didn't have breasts patting 
down the area where they would normally be, so she was eliminated.  Soon Jessica 
barged in and never relinquishing her cigarette began naming body parts faster and faster
until she was singing them.  Rubber Up The Shithole saved the day for the men, 
probably because he spends so much time touching himself anyway.  Overall winner for 
the girls was On Her Back for touching herself correctly over and over again and the 
men iced for likeing it.  A second activity tested how good men are handling brooms.

On command each was to leave their broom standing then run to grab the next guy's 
broom before it fell.  It was pretty easy to see this as an outright attack on manliness, 
which didn't work when the penultimate broom holder Ultimate Fucking Cunt won the 
day, saying he's even faster with a mop.

GM Not Long Enough and Not Hard
Enough have been working their schedules
to earn a run shirt on the same day.  NLE
said getting a free shirt for NHE was
cheaper than flowers.  Little Toe was called
in to receive her 100 Run shirt and Wilma
said her free shirt was cheaper than buying
shoes which explained why she was wearing plastic-bag socks with 

sandals.  Here's to the cheap-charlies Wilma and Not Long Enough, they are blue!!!
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)
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